BECC Adjuvanted Vaccine Provides Protection from
Homologous and Heterologous Influenza A Infections
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ABSTRACT

RESULTS

RESULTS

Influenza A virus (IAV) is a leading cause of mild to severe respiratory disease
worldwide with significant infections resulting in hospitalization or death,
especially in older people, young children and people with comorbidities.
Influenza virus is characterized for its high rate of mutation causing an antigen
drift in its glycoprotein that allows the virus to evade the host immune system
with new emerging variants. Vaccine production changes annually in order to
match circulating strains but predicting these new variants can become
challenging. MF59, a squalene oil emulsion, is currently the only approved
Influenza vaccine. Adjuvant is used to cause an enhanced immune response
with the vaccination, however is still limited to people aged 65 years and older.
Using formulations of oil emulsion or aluminum hydroxide (alum) creates
adjuvants that allows for an activation of a Th2 response. Alternatively, the
adjuvant monophosphoryl lipid A, activates aTh1 response leading to a
proinflammatory response. New technology has led to a novel creation of
adjuvants by the use of Bacterial Enzymatic Combinatorial Chemistry (BECC)
system that produces TLR4 immunostimulatory molecules. These molecules
drive a balanced Th1/Th2 response and enhanced immunogenicity in
combination with a HA IAV vaccine. These BECC/HA vaccines display superior
protection compared to standard adjuvants when challenged with a
homologous IAV strain (NL/09), heterologous IAV strain (Sing/15) in a BALB/c
mouse model. Formulating with HA/BECC requires less antigen, and works
with only a single vaccination. The BECC adjuvant may allow for improved
efficacy and broader protection utilizing current Infleunza vaccines and
potentially other in the future.

INTRODUCTION

Immunoadjuvants are key components in vaccine formulations since
they enhance and shape immune responses to vaccines and are used
to activate Toll-like receptors (TLRs) generating the initiate
downstream adaptive immune response. Bacterial Enzymatic
Combinatorial Chemistry (BECC) technology has been used to rapidly
generate novel lipid A structures (Toll-like Receptor 4 ligands (TLR4Ls)
for use as adjuvants. BECC-derived TLR4Ls, BECC438 and BECC470
demonstrate their adjuvant potential in a prime-boost vaccination
compared to the adjuvant properties of alhydrogel (Alum) and
Phosphorylated Hexa-Acyl Disaccharide (PHAD). BECC molecules are
capable of being manufactured reproducibly, inexpensively, and in
large quantities making them advantageous for development as
adjuvants for large scale vaccines, such as influenza virus vaccines.

Female BALB/c mice were vaccinated at 6-8 weeks old, with or without
adjuvant using the HA protein from the H1N1 strain A/California/7/2009.
They were later challenged with H1N1 A/Netherlands/602/2009 on day
28.

After determing the concentration of rHA needed for vaccination studies, a concentration curve of
antigen alone in prime-boost vaccination schedule was performed in BALB/c mice (n=3) with or
without adjuvant. On day 28, mice were challenged by intranasal inoculation with influenza virus (A/
Netherlands/02/09; NL/09 H1N1) and evaluated daily for protection from weight loss. To assess
protection from influenza virus in a homologous challenge model where the antigen is derived from the
same strain used for infection, BALB/c mice were immunized with 0.04 μg rHA formulated with 100 μg
alum, 50 μg PHAD, 50 μg BECC438, or 50 μg BECC470 in a prime (day 0)-boost (day 14) schedule. The
BECC adjuvanted groups maintained a minimal weight superior to the sham infected group. Virus titer
values correspond with weight loss showing that both BECC adjuvanted groups showed no detectable
viral titer in lung homogenates The BECC adjuvanted groups elicit a balanced Th1/Th2-type immune
response and provide superior protection from weight loss, virus replication, and lung pathology when
challenged with a homologous IA V strain.

In this challenge with BECC adjuvants, protects from a
heterologous strain: Sing/2015 Influenza A challenge.
Above displays a 7-day weight loss in BALB/c mice
after infection with 51 PFU of Sing/2015. Day 28
serum antibody viral neutralization assay was
performe. Virus titer of lung homogenate at 7-days
post infection with pathology inflammation scoring of
lung histology is shown. Below histology slides taken
from lungs at day7.

CONCLUSION
• BECC438 and BECC470 adjuvanted Influenza
virus HA vaccine improves protection from
homologous and heterologous Influenza virus
challenge in mice compared to alum or PHAD
adjuvanted vaccine.
• BECC438 and BECC470 allow for antigen
sparing and single dose vaccination
• BECC470 / HA protects aged mice from
infection with homologous challenge

BECC438 and 470 are created by expressing lipid A modifying
enzymes that alter a backbone tetra-acylated, bis-phosphorylated
Yersinia pestis lipid A. BECC438 is a bis-phosphorylated structure with
two secondary C16 acyl-chains added at the 2 and 2’ positions, the
secondary C16 at the 2’ position has one unsaturation. This molecule
is achieved by deletion of msbB, required for the addition of a C14
acyl-chain and repair of pagP, required for the addition of C16 acylchain. BECC470 is mono-phosphorylated with a C14 secondary acylchain added at the 3’ position and a secondary C16 acyl-chain added
at the 2 position. It is engineered through repair of the pagP gene and
addition of the Francisella novicida lpxF which removes the phosphate
at the 4’ position.

• Synthetic versions of BECC438 and BECC470
provide equal protection to the biologically
produced adjuvants, that allows for scaling for
GMP production and clinical trials

Adjuvant dose sparing:Pre-infection day 28 serum ELISA total
IgG with with 0.04 ug HA in combination with 0.5,
5 or 50 ug of BECC438 or BECC470 adjuvants in prime + boost
schedule (averaged). 7-day weight loss in
BALB/c mice (5 per group) after infection with 3200 PFU of
NL/09.
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